
 
 

INAP Op Com Meeting 
November 27, 2018 

Vancouver, BC, Canada 
 
 

Participants:  Claudio Andrade – Barrick/Chair of Op Com, Chris Kennedy – Agnico Eagle Mines, Rich Borden – 
Rio Tinto, John Mudge – Kinross, Michael Davies – Teck, Troy Jones – Teck, Thiess Lindsay - Newmont, Derek 
Riehm – Lundin, Veronika Shirokova, Detour Gold, Bruce Kelley – INAP Australia (Go To Meeting), Gilles 
Tremblay - INAP     
 
Welcome:  Claudio Andrade welcomed all participants to the meeting.  He then read the following anti-trust 
statement.  
 
“As a reminder, it is the responsibility of our members to comply in all respects with federal and State 
antitrust laws. As such, discussion for the purpose of bringing about any understanding or agreement among 
members to (a) raise, lower, or stabilize prices; (b) regulate production; (c) allocate markets; (d) encourage 
boycotts; (e) foster unfair trade practices; (f) assist monopolization, or (g) in any way violate federal or State 
antitrust laws is unacceptable and will not be tolerated.  
 
Any questions regarding the meaning or applicability of this policy, as well as any concerns regarding 
activities or discussions at INAP meetings, should be promptly brought to the attention of the INAP 
Chairman.” 
 
Agenda and Action Items from May 28, 2018 Meeting (Perth, WA, Australia) 
 
The proposed agenda was accepted as is.  
 
Gilles Tremblay reported that most of the action items from the May 28, 2018 meeting will be covered during 
the Technical Manager’s Report.  
 
He did mention that he searched the INAP files for any previous 5-year research plan(s), a document that was 
previously used by the group to plan ahead. No such plan(s) was found. The members agreed that such a plan 
is required for INAP and hence should be prepared in the near future. Once in place, the plan would be 
reviewed and updated on an annual basis. 
 
ACTION:  Gilles to begin the preparation of a 5-year plan with the input from INAP members.  
 
Technical Manager’s Report: Gilles Tremblay 

 Several key activities and deliverables were completed since the May meetings in Perth. Tasks 
associated with ICARD 2018 in Pretoria, South Africa in September was by far the main focus for the 
Technical Manager in the reporting period. INAP enjoyed a high profile at the event and were well 
represented by member companies. INAP also welcomed a new member during the reporting period, 
Agnico Eagle Mines. A new project on updating the pit lake database was started and a proposal for 
waste rock pile design for source control received. And the selection process for the next ICARD was 
completed and congratulations were passed on to SMI Australia for being selected to host the 2021 
ICARD in Brisbane. And with two excellent bids presented at ICARD, INAP was pleased to announce 
that the CIM in Canada was also offered the opportunity of hosting the 2024 ICARD. 
 
 



 
 Key highlights from the report included: 

 
o INAP Australia: INAP Australia continues to be quite active and INAP members acknowledge 

the excellent work being done by Bruce. Gilles briefly reported on some of Bruce’s activities 
but added that more details would be provided by Bruce during the afternoon session. Gilles 
also mentioned that the key to the success for INAP Australia is the ongoing interaction 
among the ARD/AMD community, including INAP companies, ARD/AMD consultants, 
regulators and other stakeholders. And this trend continued following the Board and AGM 
meetings on May 29, with a technical seminar that featured six presentations on key subject 
areas. And this was followed the next day by an interesting field trip to the Collie Mine Lake 
District and to sites affected by acid sulphate soils near Mandurah.  
 

o Global Alliance Activities 
 ADTI – MMS: Electronic copies of Volume 6 (Geochemical Modeling) of the workbook 

series have been distributed to the reviewers. The invoice to cover these purchases 
has not been received by INAP and David Williams, ADTI is following-up. Gilles will be 
ordering a complete set of e-copies for the INAP Website. ACTION:  Gilles to order 
complete set from SME for INAP members.  
Several sessions at SME 2019 in Denver are being organized by ADTI-MMS members. 
Two on pit lakes and two on dealing with chemistry are in the works. David Williams 
recently presented a paper during the SME Webinar series on climate change and 
Gilles will seek permission to distribute the presentation to members.  
ACTION: Gilles to follow-up with David Williams to obtain a copy of his presentations 
and distribute to INAP members.  

 IMWA-PADRE: All of IMWA’s effort was on the 11th ICARD/IMWA/MWD 2018 
conference that was held in Pretoria, South Africa from September 10 to 14, 2018 
Preparations for the 2019 IMWA conference in Perm, Russia (www.IMWA2019.info) 
have begun.    

 MEND: The final report titled “How to Assess Potential Biological Effects of 
Subaqueous Disposal of Mine Tailings:  Literature Review and Recommended Tools 
and Methodologies” (MEND 2.19.1) was recently released and is available from the 
MEND Website (www.mend-nedem.org). The 25th Annual BC-MEND ML/ARD 
Workshop is planned for November 28 and 29 this year, sold out in record time. 
More than 200 delegates are expected again this year. Holding the event at a larger 
venue was brought up and Gilles pointed out that keeping the cost down and access 
to the food court near the venue were the major reasons for keeping it at the 
present locale. A MEND Update will be presented by Patrick Chevalier, MEND 
Manager, during the afternoon session of this Op Com meeting.    

 SMI - Australia: Time and effort for SMI-Australia for the reporting period was on the 
preparation of the Australia bid for ICARD 2021 and presenting at ICARD 2018. They 
were delighted to learn that they had been selected to host the 2021 ICARD in 
Brisbane and an announcement was sent to the SMI mailing list in early November 
with the heading “ICARD is returning to Australia in 2021”.   
ACTION: Gilles to ask Global Alliance partners to send out the announcement on 
ICARD 2021.   

 SMI-ICE Chile: First meeting of the SANAP Chilean Committee was held in October.  
This group will initially focus their efforts on establishing an operating SANAP model 
and protocols at a national level and then replicate it at the international level. A 
second SANAP Workshop followed in early November in conjunction with the 
Planning for Closure Conference in Santiago. More than 50 people attended this 
session to learn more about the initiative.  



 
Also mentioned was the proposal for the First Brazilian ARD Congress. INAP received 
a letter from Flavio Vasconcelas, who was very much involved with past SANAP, in 
the name of the Brazilian Association of Groundwater office of Minas Gerais to get 
the support of INAP in the organization of this event. No date has been set but Q2 
2020 was mentioned as a possibility. More details will be requested and reviewed 
prior to deciding on INAP’s participation.  
ACTION: Gilles to follow-up with Flavio to obtain more information. Letter to be sent 
to Claudio and Thiess for their information and review.  
Gilles also reported that SMI-ICE-Chile had their application for Year 3 funding 
rejected by Corso, the Chilean funding agency. At the request of Corso, a new 
focused proposal on six key areas of research was submitted.  Approval for this 5-
year plan is expected but the funding model will require more funds to be committed 
from industry partners and less from government sources.  

 WRC: As co-chair of ICARD 2018/IMWA 2018/MWD, WRC were also very much 
involved with the planning of the conference. Of interest, Jo Burgess presented a 
paper at ICARD titled “Acid Rock Drainage in South Africa: Legacy, Challenge and 
Opportunity.” Gilles also met with Jo during ICARD to discuss the role of WRC as INAP 
Global Alliance partner for South Africa. Not long after ICARD, Gilles received a note 
from Jo that she will soon be leaving WRC and an interim contact person was 
identified.    
ACTION: Gilles to send WRC paper by Jo Burgess to members.   
 

o Global Cover Guidance Document: Final invoice submitted and paid.  Several presentations 
completed on the guide including one during a plenary at ICARD 2018 in Pretoria that 
generated a lot interest at the INAP booth. Copies of the various presentations on the guide 
will be posted on the members website.  
ACTION: Electronic files used to create decision tree in report to be sent to members.  
  

o ARD Best Practice Award: The first set of awards were presented at ICARD in Pretoria and 
the plan is to have an article with photos in the next INAP Newsletter. Gilles also mentioned 
that the Selection Committee met in July and a two-stage selection approach would be used 
for the next set of awards to be presented at ICARD2021. Gilles also encouraged the 
members to start promoting these awards both internally and externally to generate more 
submissions on good practices in the industry. The new set of criteria will be posted on the 
website.  

 
A suggestion was also made to rotate the members of the selection committee for the next 
set of awards. For this first set of awards, Dean Williams, Bob Kleinmann, Bruce Kelley and 
Gilles were the members.  
ACTION: Identify possible members who would be interested in participating in the selection 
of the next set of best practice awards.  
 

o GARD Guide update. Chapter 7 Treatment will be the first chapter of the GARD Guide that 
will be updated. It was last done in 2011 and there has been a lot of progress on field-tested 
treatment technologies since then in addition to several key reports produced (e.g. BATEA 
Study (MEND)). Gilles has met with several past-contributors (Rens Verburg, Golder; Ron 
Nicholson, EcoMetrix) and has reached out to INAP members regarding suggestions on 
possible contractors. Mike (Davies) reported that Teck has recently completed a review of 
Treatment Technologies under Troy’s group and recommended that INAP speak with them to 
discuss their approach for the review. Louiza Bell is the contact person. Much discussion 
ensued on the review of Chapter 7 and it was recommended that the focus of the update be 
on active treatment.  



 
Action: Giles to speak to Louiza Bell regarding the Teck treatment review.  

 
Gilles also mentioned that after several years of searching, the electronic files of the GARD 
Guide were finally found. Conrad Muller, former Golder now Database Zone, and original 
developer of the GARD Guide website, had kept copies of the files as a back-up. Conrad was 
contacted in September because the GARD Guide website was offline. Turns out the wiki 
version used for the GARD Guide will no longer be supported and INAP needed to update to 
the newer version of Wiki by the end of the year. This work was completed in late November.  
 

o Pit Lake database project: Good progress in the reporting period. A contact was let to Golder 
in July for USD$15,278. Work on searching, collating and populating the database with 
Nevada pit lake data was done by an undergraduate student under the supervision of 
Golder’s Devin Castendyk. More data than expected was found and the original estimate of 
hours per pit lake to upload the data is insufficient based on the number pit lakes remaining. 
An increase of USD$6,250 was submitted in October. The amendment was approved by 
members.  
Action: Complete paperwork for amendment to pit lake contract.  

 
One concern identified by INAP members at the INAP ICARD update meeting was the 
availability of the data to the general public and how this data could be interpreted and even 
misused. A meeting was held in Denver on November 1 between Jacob Croall (Newmont), 
John Mudge (Kinross) and Devin to discuss the path forward. John gave a brief summary of 
the discussion indicating that the ultimate plan is the creation of a dashboard tool to allow 
analytics on the multitude of data found in the database. And as a result of the meeting, a 
“white paper”, was prepared which is essentially a value statement on “future evelopment”. 
The document is in draft and will be circulated to members once completed.  
 
The database is now off-line and only available to the Golder student to upload the data. This 
is a temporary stop-gap measure and changes to the database access, storage location (INAP 
members only website?), and functionality will need to be addressed in 2019. Overall budget 
for pit lake project remains unchanged at $50K. With the amendment, total project costs to 
date will be close to USD$21,500.  
Action: White paper to be distributed to members once completed and a decision taken on 
the path forward.  
 

o Diavik Waste Rock Project 
Gilles reported, that from his most recent contact with David Blowes, that Diavik is unable to 
support the next phase of the project at tis time as proposed by the University Waterloo 
project team.  Alternative funding sources are being sought with the help of Gord 
MacDonald.  
 
The last CD containing a compilation of publications for the Diavik project was received by 
INAP in late 2015 and Gilles will follow-up with David for an updated version.  
Action: Gilles to obtain latest compilation of publications for the Diavik project and provide 
copies to members.  
 

o Toward Environmentally Responsible Resource Extraction Network (TERRE-NET)  
The 2nd TERRE-NET Annual General Meeting was held at the University of Ottawa in June. 
The abstracts of the twenty-eight presentations were distributed to members. Gilles reported 
that, good progress was made in Year 2 (2017 field season) with the installation of 
monitoring equipment but few projects had data to present as 2018 is the first year where 
data is being collected. Another issue that was identified was the challenge of finding 



 
doctoral students to do the research work. For some projects, master’s students are doing 
the research.  
 
Claudio, as INAP’s representative on the Board, questioned whether INAP was sitting at the 
correct table for TERRE-NET. INAP’s input into the technical workings of the scientific 
committee would be more valuable than at the Board level according to Claudio. He also 
added that he would be stepping down as Board member as this position is associated with 
the Chair of the Op Com committee, this being his last meeting as Chair.  
Action:  Meeting to discuss INAP’s future involvement and committee representative to be 
organized with TERRE-NET.  
 

o 11th ICARD/IMWA 2018: Held September 10-14, 2018 in Pretoria, South Africa. A 
presentation summarizing the 11th ICARD/IMWA2018 was given by Gilles (presentation 
distributed to members prior to meeting).  

 
Key discussion followed on the strengths and weaknesses of the 2018 ICARD and where 
things can be improved for 2021. The relevancy of having IMWA involved with ICARD for 
future conferences was discussed. The members questioned the value added from this 
relationship. It was agreed that the subject will be further discussed at the next Op Com 
meeting in late April and a decision taken then.  

 
o 12th ICARD – 2021.  

On October 30, INAP announced that the bid from the Sustainable Minerals Institute (SMI) of 
the University of Queensland was selected to host the 12th ICARD in Brisbane in 2021, with 
Canada awarded the 2024 conference (13th ICARD). SMI Transformational Learning released a 
communique early November announcing that ICARD is returning to Australia in 2021.  The 
bid video that was presented in Pretoria and future notices about the 2021 ICARD can be 
found on the Australian AMD website at https://amdworkshop.com.au/ 
 

o Webinars: A successful test trail was held earlier this year using the “Zoom” platform. Gilles 
reported that he has followed-up with SMI-ICE-Chile on several occasions with regards to 
using their facility to host webinars in the North/South American time zones. As reported 
earlier, this has been a busy time for SMI-ICE-Chile and although they had indicated their 
interest in May, have not confirmed their participation. Now that the ICARD bid has been 
finalized by SMI Australia, INAP and SMI can turn their attention back to the getting the 
webinar series underway. 
ACTION: (a) Gilles to work with SMI to get seminar series underway. (b) Members to be 
canvassed for their top five suggestions for webinar topics. (c) Gilles to confirm SMI-ICE-Chile 
to host webinars for the different time zones.  
 

o INAP Website: Gilles reported that in November, WordPress had a major release that 
affected our website. Roy Collins; our Web Master completed a diagnostic and found no 
major issues with the new platform. Updates have been completed throughout the reporting 
period and more are needed. Work is progressing in the members section as information is 
being pulled together (e.g. presentations) for inclusion. There were also some discussions on 
how to improve the look of the site as it was seen as dated and some key information 
difficult to locate. Gilles will follow up on the contents of the site and its look.  
ACTION: Gilles to work with the web master to improve the general look of the site and its 
content.  
 
 



 
o Membership: Gilles reported that INAP had welcomed a new member since the last meeting, 

Agnico Eagle Mines. He also mentioned that Anglo American had not confirmed their 
continued participation in INAP for 2018 and had not been invoiced. Several emails and 
meetings with Anglo personnel (e.g. Hu Fleming at WaterCongress2018 in Santiago, Johanita 
Kotze at ICARD in South Africa) were mostly positive for their continued participation. In a 
recent email with Hu, he indicated that although there were no further positive movement 
within Anglo to continue, there was funds allocated in the 2019 budget for professional 
services but none have been identified by name. Hu would discuss this with Caius Priscu, an 
Anglo manager who has attended past-INAP meetings. It was also reported that Anglo is 
currently hiring a geochemist in their Brisbane office and this may result in some positive 
outcome of the importance of Anglo being part of INAP. The general consensus from the 
group was that Gilles should continue to keep Anglo informed of INAP’s activities and Mike 
(Davies), as the incoming Board Chair, volunteered to speak to Caius Priscu about Anglo’s 
participation.  

 
Members also spoke about the importance of producing a list of potential new members to 
assist in the recruitment process. Several companies were identified during the discussion as 
well as reviewing listings from various organizations (e.g. Mining Association of Canada, 
ICMM) to identify other potential candidates. This action items will be an ongoing action item 
and part of Gilles’ tasks for 2019 and beyond.  
ACTION: Produce list of potential new members that could be recruited for INAP 
membership.   
  

Chairmen’s Discussion:  Claudio Andrade  
o 2018 and 2019 Budget Update  

The 2018 budget was presented by Gilles and he pointed out the differences between the proposed 
budget versus the actual expenditures for the year. In general, INAP spent less than anticipated in 
2018. Graeme Dunn, INAP Finances, will present the budget to October 31, 2018 during the Board 
meeting.  
 
The 2019 budget was presented and discussed. Some adjustments recommended including the 
inclusion of a 10% contingency for the research projects. Minor adjustments will also be required 
before submitting the final budget to Graeme. The budget, with minor changes, was recommended 
by Op Com members for presentation to the Board for their approval.   

  
o Review of 2018/2019 Technical Manager’s Duties  

A review of the Technical Manager’s work tasks for 2018 was completed. Claudio mentioned that he 
and the members were pleased with the Technical Manager’s performance in 2018. The Technical 
Manager’s bonus for 2018, at 100%, and a compensation increase of 5.9% in 2019 was discussed and 
approved. Claudio also emphasized that the position is “part-time” and that it should be kept that 
way.  
 
The 2019 work plan was provided to Claudio and Mike prior to the meeting and was briefly discussed.  
It will be circulated to members for final approval.  

 
ACTION: Technical Manager’s 2019 Work Plan to be circulated to members for feedback and final 
approval.  

 
 
 
 
 



 
Australian INAP Report: Bruce Kelley (via Go-To-Meeting) 

Bruce provided these bullet points prior to the meeting and summarized them for the members:    
o Following the successful INAP meetings (OpCom, Board and broader ARD community group) 

which were held in late May in Perth, the focus turned towards SMI and their bid for the 
2018 ICARD. Limited support was provided purely in terms of answering high level questions 
related to their bid and only on an as needs basis. INAP took care not to help with the bid 
process to ensure that the SMI bid remained independent and that there was no conflict of 
interest. 

o A small amount of time was spent in finalizing the presentation aspects for the INAP Best 
practice Awards. 

o Some discussions were held with the O’Kane/Earth Systems team with the regard to the 
development of the waste rock dump proposal. 

o Bruce Kelley was asked to chair the bid committee for a new Cooperative Research Centre 
(CRC) on Mine Closure. The CRC program in Australia is collaboration between the Australian 
Government, Industry and Research Organizations which, if successful, can attract significant 
government and industry funding in a specific area over a number of years. Given that ARD 
has the potential to contribute significantly to mine closure, the possible link to INAP was of 
interest to the bid team. The bid however, was unsuccessful on this occasion but the bid 
team was encouraged to resubmit the bid again in 2019. INAP needs to keep close to this 
initiative, should it continue, to ensure alignment of any ARD related programs, and possible 
access to work programs and funding. 

o Bruce continues to work closely with Gilles in support of INAP. The focus will now turn 
towards the next series on INAP meetings planned for Brisbane, Australia in quarter two, 
2019. 
 

Gilles thanked Bruce for his valuable support throughout the year. And Mike added that Bruce 
should plan to attend, in person, the 2019 Q4 meetings in Vancouver.  

 
Next Op Com and Board Meetings 

 The next Op Com, AGM and Board meetings are planned for the week of April 29th 2019 in Brisbane, 
Australia at the University of Queensland. A Tuesday to Thursday schedule is being proposed that will 
include, in addition to the INAP meetings on Tuesday, visits to SMI labs, a technical session with 
presentations from students/consultants, a special session and discussion on the technical contents 
of the 2021 ICARD and a visit to the Brisbane convention centre, location of ICARD2021. This is an 
opportunity for the members to discuss their expectations for the ICARD conference with SMI and 
also INAP’s involvement to make ICARD 2021 a success.  Also mentioned was possible one or two-day 
site visit stating on Friday that same week.  
ACTION: Bruce and Gilles will work closely with SMI to organize a valuable and informative week for 
the participants. 
 

 Members will be canvassed for their preferred date for the 2019 Q4 meeting in Vancouver. There are 
two events of interest that members may also choose to attend in conjunction with the INAP 
meetings.   

o Tailings and Mine Waste 2019, November 17 to 20. INAP meetings would follow the 
afternoon of November 20 and 21, with possible field site visits on November 22.  

o BC/MEND Workshop, December 4 and 5. INAP meeting would precede the workshop and be 
held on Monday December 2 and 3.   

ACTION: Gilles to canvas members for preferred date for Q4 meeting in Vancouver.  
 
 



 
 A draft outline of possible future meetings to ICARD 2021 was also presented for information and 

planning purposes.  
o 2020 Q2. Meeting location Australia. In conjunction with next ARD Workshop planned for late 

Q1/early Q2. Newcastle (Hunter Valley) area mentioned as possible site for workshop.  
o 2020 Q4. North America (location to be determined).   
o 2021. With ICARD planned for late August/early September in Brisbane, locations for the 

formal Q2 and Q4 meetings will need to be discussed at the next Op Com.  
 

Building Better Waste Rock Piles - Possible Future INAP Projects 
 
Mike O’Kane and Jared Robertson (O’Kane Consultants) joined the meeting at this time to discuss and 
answer questions on the joint proposal with Earth Systems (ES) titled “Proposal to Review and Assess Waste 
Rock Placement Strategies to Enhance Operational and Closure Performance of Waste Rock Piles”.   
 
The members agreed that this project, focused on source control, had potential to add significant value and 
could be the next big INAP project. However, there were concerns on meeting the proposed delivery 
schedule and the proponent was asked to confirm the availability of their resources to complete the work 
and revisit their schedule to ensure that delivery will be on time and budget. Also discussed was the 
preparation of an Executive Summary and Table of Contents early on in the project for INAP’s review and 
periodic updates. INAP will provide a quick turn-around to any documents submitted by the proponent for 
review.   
 
An addition to the Scope of Work was requested. It involves the development of a generic base case acid 
generating model for a conventional end-dump method using data from an existing mine site as a baseline. 
This will provide a benchmark comparison.   
 
INAP proposed that the final report be presented at the next Op Com meeting in Brisbane in late April which 
was agreeable to the proponent.  
 
Closed Session for INAP Members to discuss the OKC/ES Proposal  
 
Members agreed to support Phase I of the project after receiving confirmation that the deadline can be met 
and INAP receiving a revised proposal with the addition of the generic base case. It was also agreed to that, if 
a phase II is commissioned by INAP, it will be done by a request for proposals and OKC/ES could submit a bid 
if, and only if, they meet all the deadlines for Phase I.   
 
ACTION: Gilles to speak to Mike O’Kane about INAP’s decision to proceed with Phase I after receiving an 
updated proposal. He also was tasked to inform Mike about the firm date for deliverables and the 
consequences associated with missing the deadline (e.g. will not considered for Phase II).  
 
Secretary’s Note: A revised proposal was received on December 11th and I spoke with Mike the following day 
confirming that the deadline for delivery can be met. The proposal was increased by USD$7,250 to 
USD$62,016 to account for the addition of the base case modeling. According to Mike, much of the data to be 
used is proprietary to OKC which has kept this increase at a reasonable amount.   
 
The following members of the Global Alliance joined the meeting at this time.  
 
• Charles Dumaresq, Mining Association of Canada (MAC) – MEND Chairman 
• Patrick Chevalier, Natural Resources Canada – MEND Manager   
 
After introductions, Patrick Chevalier, MEND Manager presented an update on the MEND program 
(presentation to be distributed with Minutes). After the presentation, Charles Dumaresq was interested in 



 
getting feedback from INAP members on what MEND projects would the mining industry see going forward 
for the best impact in the next three to five years. And this taking account the small dedicated amount of 
research dollars available (less than CDN$100K/a) in MEND.  One recommendation from INAP members was 
going back to sites that have been closed for many years and doing a proof of closure on the technology used 
at that site. Is the closure technology performing as predicted? The value added for these projects is the 
demonstration of the technology. 
 
This was followed by a brief update by Mike and Charles on the “Guide to the Management of Tailings 
Facilities – Third Edition released by MAC in 2017. Copies can be downloaded from the MAC website at 
http://mining.ca/sites/default/files/documents/MAC-Guide-to-the-Management-of-Tailings-Facilities-
2017.pdf 
 
Claudio thanked all in attendance, formally closed the Op Com meeting and moved on to the Board Meeting. 
 
 
ACTION ITEMS 
 

1. Gilles to begin the preparation of a 5-year plan with the input from INAP members.  
2. Gilles to order complete set of the ADTI-MMS Workbooks from SME for INAP members.  
3. Gilles to follow-up with David Williams to obtain a copy of his Climate Change presentations and 

distribute to INAP members.  
4. Gilles to ask Global Alliance partners to send the announcement on ICARD 2021.   
5. Gilles to follow-up with Flavio to obtain more information on the International ARD Conference being 

planned for Brazil in 2020. Letter received from organizers to be sent to Claudio and Thiess for their 
information and review.  

6. Gilles to send WRC presentation given by Jo Burgess at ICARD 2018 to members.   
7. Electronic files used to create decision tree in Covers report to be sent to members.  
8. Identify members who would be interested in participating in the selection of the next set of best 

practice awards.  
9. Giles to speak to Louiza Bell of Teck regarding a treatment review carried out recently by Teck.  
10. Complete paperwork for amendment to pit lake contract.  
11. White paper (pit lake database project) to be distributed to members once completed and a decision 

taken on the path forward.  
12. Gilles to obtain latest compilation of publications for the Diavik project and provide copies to 

members.  
13. Meeting to discuss INAP’s future involvement and committee representative to be organized with 

TERRE-NET.  
14. Webinars (a) Gilles to work with SMI to get seminar series underway. (b) Members to be canvassed 

for their top five suggestions for webinar topics. (c) Gilles to confirm SMI-ICE-Chile to host webinars 
for the different time zones.  

15. Gilles to work with the web master to improve the general look of the site and its content.  
16. Produce list of potential new members that could be recruited for INAP membership.   
17. Technical Manager’s 2019 Work Plan to be circulated to members for feedback and final approval.  
18. Next INAP Op Com, AGM and Board meetings for For the week of April 29th, 2019 in Brisbane. Bruce 

and Gilles will work closely with SMI to organize a valuable and informative week for the participants 
19. Bruce and Gilles to organize Australian yearly Op Com and Board meetings in conjunction with other 

activities, when possible.  
20. Gilles to canvas members for preferred date for 2019 Q4 meeting in Vancouver.  
21. Gilles to speak to Mike O’Kane about INAP’s decision to proceed with Phase I after receiving an 

updated proposal. He also was tasked to inform Mike about the firm date for deliverables and the 
consequences associated with missing the deadline (e.g. will not considered for Phase II).  


